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introduction
Surfaces, like music, convey 
feelings and fill up spaces, 
accompanying us along the 
different stages of our lives. 
With music and nature as 
main sources of inspiration, 
the Studio Collection combines 
excitement and innovation, 
inviting us to discover a 
new generation of high-
performance, deeper, more 
authentic surfaces.

Introduction
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SuperPan
A special structure made 
up of fibre wood surfaces 
and a particle wood core. A 
new generation of technical 
wood manufactured by Finsa 
through a continuous pressing 
process. 

An innovative and exclusive 
product protected by patent 
no. PCT/EP99/09984 
(European Patent Office).

special 
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baseboard

features
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Antibacterial
certified range

The growing demand for products that 
prevent the development of harmful 
germs to health has led us to work in 
the research field, looking for materials 
that can meet these requirements.

As a result of this work, FINSA has 
developed the Antibacterial Studio 
Series by its own means. antibacterial 
range applications

antibacterial range

applications
The Antibacterial Studio Range is 
particularly suitable for applications 
where hygiene is a must, such as:

- Laboratories
- Kitchens and Bathrooms
- Commercial and community
Facilities

- Children’s furniture
- ...

antibacterial 
hygiene 

and protection 

features
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Antibacterial

This product has been 
certified by an external 
laboratory, the IMSL 
(Industrial Microbiological 
Services) in the UK, following 
the procedures outlined by 
ISO 22196: 2011, confirming 
that our Studio Range 
includes features that inhibit 
the growth and development 
of bacteria withoutharming 
the characteristics of the 
coating. certification

certification Tested with the following 
bacteria:

- S. aureus, which can 
produce a large variety of 
diseases, ranging from skin 
and mucous infections, to life-
threatening diseases such as 
meningitis, pneumonia, etc.

- E. coli, which can cause 
diarrhea and serious intestinal 
issues.

CERTIFIED ANALYSIS CERTIFICATE No. 1023308.1B

Method: Calculation of the antibacterial activity by using ISO 22196: 2011

IMSL
Servicios Industriales Microbiológicos (Reino Unido)
www.imsl-uk.com

RESULTS (AS CFU CM-2)

SAMPLE

Gama Studio

Gama Studio

E. coli

S aureus

CONTACT

1.7E+04

2.0E+04

REDUCTION

> 4.3

> 4.3

TIME

< 1.0

< 1.0

LOG % DIFFERENCE

> 99.99%

> 99.99%

The above data shows the difference between the initial and final bacterial populations after contact with thesurface of the 
referenced samples for 24 hours at 35°C and a relative humidity of 95%.
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JAZZ

91S- ROBLE CANELA JAZZ

94S- ROBLE VAINILLA JAZZ

95S- ROBLE HUMO JAZZ

90S- ROBLE CHOCO JAZZ

STUDIO COLLECTION 11.

The Jazz Oak Range combines 
the versatility, flexibility and 
functionality of industrial 
materials, with the naturalness, 
warmth and elegance of wood.

As a result of FINSA’s vast 
experience in manufacturing 
Wood Finishing, we are once 
again providing products where 
you can actually see WOOD IN 
ALL ITS SPLENDOR. 

The level of perfection achieved 
in replicating the design and 
finishing, combined with the 
coincidence of both structures, 

endow these materials with 
the required depth and gloss 
to perceive this new Jazz Oak 
Range with Wood Finishing 
as natural wood, removed 
directly from its environment 
and brought to the hands of 
designers and industrialists to 
transform it just like the old 
carpenters would work wood 
in all its splendor

embossed 
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JAZZ range
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JAZZ range



90S- 
ROBLE CHOCO JAZZ
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decor range



94S- 
ROBLE VAINILLA JAZZ

STUDIO COLLECTION 17.

JAZZ range



95S- 
ROBLE HUMO JAZZ
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decor range



91S- 
ROBLE CANELA JAZZ

BLUES

61U- ROBLE MEMPHIS

78E- WHITE SR209

62U- ROBLE CHICAGO

15R- GRIS COCO

STUDIO COLLECTION 19.

JAZZ range

deep 
texture

decor range

Inspired by the grain of oak 
wood, Blues is one of the 
deepest finishings in the Studio 
Collection. 

An elegant finishing work, 
extremely natural and silky to 
the touch.  In solid coloursWhite 
SR209 and Coconut Grey, 
the result is similar to that of 

a lacquered open pore oak 
surface. The uniqueness of 
the designs Chicago Oak 
and Memphis Oak is clearly 
enhanced when combined with 
the Blues finishing.
 

DECOR RANGE
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the 
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GAMA blues
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blues range



61U- 
ROBLE MEMPHIS
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decor RANGE



15R- 
GRIS COCO

STUDIO COLLECTION 25.

blues range



62U- 
ROBLE CHICAGO
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Decor RANGE



78E- 
WHITE SR209
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blues range
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TANGO

08U- FRESNO ROSARIO

10U- FRESNO PATAGONIA

09U- FRESNO PAMPA

11U- FRESNO PLATA

embossed
in 

register

TANGO is the result of the 
merger between design and 
technology. Texture and wood 
grain are united in perfect 
harmony in FRESNO TANGO.

This new wood finishing is 
noted for it’s elegant crowns 

and genuine wood details. 

The four tones of the collection 
breathe new life into this classic 
style.

DECOR RANGE

TANGO range
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TANGO range



08U-
FRESNO ROSARIO
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decor RANGE



11U- 
FRESNO PLATA

STUDIO COLLECTION 33.

TANGO range



09U- 
FRESNO PAMPA
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Decor RANGE



10U- 
FRESNO PATAGONIA

STUDIO COLLECTION 35.

TANGO range
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Decor RANGE
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versatile
texture
with its
own
personality
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AND ROLL
ROCK

64U- ROBLE NIAGARA

06Q- URBAN LOFT

57U- ROBLE IGUAZU

58U- PINO SACRAMENTO

deep 
texture

The Rock&Roll finishing 
combines the distinctive 
features of various materials, 
such as wood, stone and 
textiles into a single surface.

This makes it an extremely 
versatile finishing, which 
seamlessly blends into widely 
different designs.

The strong wood character of 
the Iguazú Oak and Niagara 

Oak designs are enhanced, 
and the ambiguity of the 
Sacramento Pine and Urban 
Loft surfaces is even more 
noticeable with the Rock&Roll 
finishing.

DECOR RANGE

roCK ‘ROLL range
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roCK‘ROLL RANGE



64U- 
ROBLE NIAGARA
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DECOR RANGE



58U- 
PINO SACRAMENTO

STUDIO COLLECTION 41.

roCK‘ROLL RANGE



57U- 
ROBLE IGUAZu
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DECOR RANGE



06Q- 
URBAN LOFT

STUDIO COLLECTION 43.

roCK‘ROLL RANGE
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